
Lisburn Rugby 

Much improved display from Lisburn despite the score line 

Lisburn 12 – CIYMS 41 

The Connect Telecom Lisburn 1st XV put up a much improved display on Saturday last 
despite the misleading score line.  Having been well and truly beaten in the first league 
game of the season a fortnight previously by the same opposition, a stronger team took 
the field in this first round Junior Cup game.  CIYMS had come down from Division 1 last 
year but had recruited heavily in the close season and have now come back much stronger.  
Led by ex Ulster and Rotherham player James McKinney in a very strong backline of quality 
players, CIYMS met Lisburn in perfect playing conditions at Blaris and once again the home 
team succumbed on the scoreboard.  

Lisburn’s playing programme got going with a rather stop start series of pre-season 
friendlies against local clubs Lurgan, Dromore and PSNI but nothing could have prepared 
them for the increase in intensity which CIYMS brought in their first league game at the 
end of August and they were soundly beaten.  Lisburn unfortunately lost a  number of the 
players which had finished the season so well for them back in April but they also had 
recruited well in a number of key positions, not to mention the players who had stepped 
up from last years’ successful 2nd XV.  This Junior Cup game offered them an opportunity 
to get some revenge for that first meeting. 

However, once again CI started well and were 0-8 up after thirty minutes, thanks to a try 
and penalty goal.  At this point they were rather lucky to get another converted try as a 
result of a loose ball being hacked on.  Their speedy back line was once again in good form 
and two further converted tries brought the interval score to 0-29.  During this first period 
it was quite noticeable that the Lisburn pack was competing very well with the CI eight 
and as the game drifted into the second half it was obvious that they had come to terms 
with the requirements.  Despite another early try from CI, Lisburn now shook off the 
shackles and began to take the game more to the opposition.  The front row of Jefferson, 
Press and Dickson were standing solid in the scrums and this effort only improved when 
Mark Gilkinson joined the fray for his first game of the season.  Alan Hughes and Jonny 
Davis were ruling the roost in the lineouts on their own throw and bit by bit Lisburn began 
to dominate territory.  The back row of Andy Barron, Adam Galashan and Scott Colligan 
were playing out of their skins in both offensive and defensive plays and it was not long 
before their efforts were rewarded.  Forward pressure eventually gave the Lisburn 
backline some good ball to work with and a great breakout saw Matthew Arneil worked 
into a good position and the big centre broke the line and crashed through for a great 
score. Josh Reid missed the difficult conversion but Lisburn were now deservedly on the 
scoreboard. 

The next 30 minutes was all Lisburn as they camped mostly in the CI half but despite the 
balance of territory, they could not get the final breakthrough.  However, coming up to 
the final whistle a scrum close to the CI line saw the ball eventually rucked up and scrum 
half Andy Goulding, playing a good link role with his outside backs and marauding pack, 
popped a quick pass to second row Jonny Davis who drove through the CI defence for a 
well deserved score.  Josh Reid converted to make it 12-34.  Just as Lisburn expected the 
final whistle to blow, CI came right back and with outhalf Vave off the pitch being treated 
for cramp, a hole appeared for the visitors to again increase their score to 12-41, a result 
which took some of the sheen off the great Lisburn effort. 



Lisburn still have three or four more players to come back into the selection equation and 
hopefully the improvement seen over the last two weeks will continue as they prepare for 
next Saturday’s trip to Larne, another outfit who have had a good start to the season.  In 
the meantime, work on the training park will tell the whole story next weekend. 

    


